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100 cheating (shpargalka)

cheating (shpargalka)

chebureki

Shpargalka may be translated almost perfectly as
‘cheat sheet’. Cheating is much more common
in the Russian school and university system than
in the American and British systems; it is one
aspect of corruption that is manifested in many
facets of society and reﬂects a general distrust of
authority. What Americans would call academic
dishonesty functions both as a shortcut in a
demanding and sometimes arbitrary examination system and as an expression of a greater
sense of collectivity in the Russian school and
university systems, especially in the latter, where
for years a given group of students takes
required classes together. Like term papers,
standard shpargalki are now for sale online.
Shpargalka also describes a study aid, especially in
small writing on a single page, or (with a touch
of irony) a speaker’s notes. The word refers to a
brief summary of the most important facts in
news programmes, or information sections of
student publications.

Chebureki are deep-fried lamb dumplings. Originally a Crimean Tatar dish, chebureki became
popular in other regions of the former USSR. A
kind of Soviet fast food sold in special snack bars
called cheburechnaia, they are semi-circular and
can ﬁt in one’s palm. The traditional ﬁlling is
made of ground lamb mixed with chopped
onions and parsley and seasoned with salt and
coriander.
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Cheburashka
Cartoon character
Cheburashka, created by writer Eduard
Uspenskii, is the furry, saucer-eared protagonist
of four stop-motion animated shorts made by
Roman Kachanov between 1969 and 1983. A
paragon of the naı̈ve positive hero of Soviet
children’s culture, Cheburashka is an animal of
indeterminate species who comes to the USSR
inside a crate of oranges. He and his worldlier
partner, Gena the Crocodile, inspired innumerable jokes that satirically invert the duo’s loyal
friendship and sense of civic duty. Both the jokes
and animations remain popular, as evidenced
by the DVDs and stuffed Cheburashka dolls
readily available in Russian stores and kiosks.
See also: ﬁlm, animation; ﬁlm, children’s;
literature, children’s; Uspenskii, Eduard
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Chechnia
The Chechen Republic of Ichkeria borders
Dagestan, Stavropol Krai (region), Ingushetia,
North Ossetia, and Georgia in the North Caucasus region of Russia. In 2005, the population
of 1.3 million includes Chechens, Ingush, Russians, and other North Caucasians. Rich oil
resources, a mountainous landscape, and
mineral waters made Chechnia a spa centre of
Imperial Russia and a highly exoticized locale.
The Chechens (Nokhchi in their native language) are ethnically and linguistically very
similar to the neighbouring Ingush people. They
have traditionally lived as stateless clans (teips) of
ﬁghters. Originally pagan, they were converted
to Islam in the late eighteenth century by Suﬁ
missionaries.
For over two centuries, Chechens have resisted Russian rule. In the early 1900s, General
Aleksei Ermolov, who founded the capital city of
Groznyi, pursued brutal means to subdue Chechens and other Caucasians, frequently burning
down entire villages. The Dagestanian rebel
Imam Shamil led a war against Russia from
1834 to his defeat in 1859. Following Chechen
support for the Reds in the Civil War, the Bolsheviks created an autonomous Chechen-Ingush
republic in 1922. However, in 1944, Stalin
deported about 500,000 Chechens and Ingush
to Kazakhstan and Siberia. Nearly 80,000 died
on the way, and the survivors were not allowed
to return until 1957. Various Chechens
achieved high military and political positions in
the Soviet Union. In 1991, one of them, Jokhar
Dudaev, declared independence from Russia

